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Sample size

Sample sizes were chosen based on prior power calculations (80% confidence to detect 25% differences) and previously published
experiments in our laboratory (Hegedus B, Cancer Research 2008; Kaul A, Neuro-Oncol 2015).

Data exclusions

No data was excluded

Replication

Multiple independently generated samples were used for all experiments. All attempts at replication were successful and are included in the
data presented herein. The number of replicates is clearly indicated at the methods section as well as in each figure legend.

Randomization

The samples were randomly assigned to experimental groups.

Blinding

The investigators were blinded during data collection and analysis, whenever possible. Namely, collection of animals for tissue dissection,
harvest or primary neuron culture could not be blinded, as each animal was requested by their unique animal ID. However, the investigators
remained blinded to all subsequent molecular, histological and immunohistochemical analyses of animal tissues/ samples post-collection
(tumor volume measurements, tumor immunostaining/ quantitation, transcript / protein expression). As primary neurons generated from a
subset of mouse strains needed to undergo treatments, investigators could not be initially blinded to the genotypes of the primary cultured
cells. Investigators remained blinded to all subsequent data analyses.
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Antibodies
Antibodies used

Supplier names, catalog numbers, clone numbers, validated applications, links for the antibodies, and working concentrations are
provided in Supplemental Table S1.

Validation

Each antibody used has been validated by the manufacturing company, in previously peer-reviewed articles, and was additionally
completed for the relevant species and tissue in our laboratory following the manufacturer's instructions. We confirmed that each
antibody used had the expected cellular localization and/or cell expression patterns by immunohistochemistry or expected molecular
sizes by immunoblotting.
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Eukaryotic cell lines
Policy information about cell lines
Cell line source(s)

Human iPSCs: Washington University School of Medicine, Genome Engineering and iPSCs Center; Normal human Schwann
cells: ScienCell Research Laboratories.
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